GEOTECHNIC RISK SOLUTIONS CONSULTANCY
SLOPE STABILITY SOLUTIONS
Earth cuttings and earth fills are deformed and fractures occur on their surfaces due to rain, wind and
such climatic effects. By time passes, these effects increase and start to danger the stability of slopes.
Gabion endurance structures have very popular area of utilization which provides not only natural
friendly solutions but also economical solutions. According to conventional concrete endurance
structures, gabion systems are much more advantageous. Our firm both designs these structures and
controls the production process.
Geosynthetic reinforced endurance structures; provides strong foundation and slope construction by
geosynthetic reinforced earth fill.
High strength wire mesh: Switzerland Company Geobrugg has improved this system which has a
maximum harmony with nature by presenting suitable conditions to vegetal life.
Drainage problematic locations where shot-crete is applied, this system require less maintenance hence
it costs less maintenance expenses.

Under favor of this system;
- The foundation stability is protected in case of grow of plants, vegetables etc.
- There occurs a negative resistance to earth slippings and a protection is supplied to prevent slight
erosions.
- The unstable earth parts are integrated into inner stable earth parts.

ROCK FALL PROTECTION PRECAUTIONS
These systems are classified as active and passive and they prevent probable stone and rock falls in risky
slopes.
Wire Fence;
High strength wire meshes are suitable for steep earth, loose soil and rocky slopes to be stable. The main
reason of this can be explained as; after cleaning, smoothening and shaping of surface, the wire fence is
laid out on the slope by applying specific force and it is connected by foundation or rock pins and nailed
planes. Shortly this wire fences do not only work in harmony with topography and protect slopes but also
prevent occurrence of deformations and fallings.
For the high strength wire fences, the ones that have more than 1700 N/mm2 tensile strength should be
preferred. The longitudinal tensile strength of this wire fence is 150 kN/m approximately.
By a special ultra-coating ( 5% aluminum and 94,5% zinc and 0,5% special addition) corrosion is prevented
and fences become much more stronger against rust.

By considering the geographic characteristics and economical evaluations, instead of coating all over the
surfaces, only risky locations where rock falling is probable, barriers can be used.
The barriers together with their elements are working for absorption of falling energy. All elements of
barriers such as connection parts, wire fences and brake systems should be tested all together.
In design of barrier systems, first by special computer programs, probable falling locations, fall energy
and rotation of falling are defined and most suitable materials are selected with respect to maximum
bouncing level. These barriers can be range in different energy levels with respect to the rocks which
have a tendency to fall. For instance, starting from 100 kj to 8000 kj.
Rock falling preventer barrier systems should be tested and approved as a whole system. All of the
barrier systems should pass ETAG 027 Test in trust of an accredited test institute. This test is prepared by
European Technical Approve Organization.

SEDIMENTATION PRECIPITATION EMBANKMENTS
This system’s aim is to prevent natural sediment and material flow as a result of flood and storm water,
from valleys and natural cuts through rivers, channels and reservoirs. These barriers are suitable
especially for difficult sight conditions. By manufacturing ease, manufacturing speed, flexibility and
permeability the barrier systems are important elements for water structures.

Gabion Precipitation Embankments
If the embankments constructed for protection of flood are made of reinforced concrete or stone
stacking, by time there occurs scouring and fractures under the walls and resistance against hydraulic
pressure decreases.
Precipitation embankments made by box gabion have high resistance to hydraulic pressure by flexible
and porous structure of gabion. This system provides high level of protection for residential areas from
flood and erosion.

STREAM IMPROVEMENT
In order to prevent erosion in river and stream beds and slopes, these surfaces are covered by blanket
gabion or box gabion which is long life and nature-friendly. This channel cover with its porous structure
does not prevent vegetal grow and even provide a suitable place for plants by letting them hanging on
these structures.
Slopes can be taken under control by A20 Bituminous mat products and by providing a suitable place for
vegetal grow erosion can be prevented by this system.

SNOWSLIDE SOLUTIONS
High altitude locations and mountain shoulders are risky places for snowslide especially in winter and
spring days. Therefore all the residential areas and other investment locations are (such as dams, hepps,
hotels etc.) under the risk of snowslide due to the weight of snow. In order to decrease the risk of
snowslide in such locations, barrier type systems should be located.
Especially in touristic locations due to the buildings (such as hotels, ski-run etc.), forestry areas are
shrunken and by losing of this natural barriers risky factors in these locations are increased. Therefore, in
order to provide safety for infrastructure and for traffic in roads precautions should be taken.
Snowslide protection systems and barriers are the unique systems which provide high level of safety in
such risky situations.
Snowslide barrier systems are constituted in order to stabilize huge snow and ice layers which have a
tendency to slide.
This system’s logic depends on transmission of snow weight to the struts and then from struts to
anchorages and then from anchorages to foundation.

TRANSMISSION CHANNEL BARRIERS
This system consists of filtering sediments through the transmission channel in order to prevent choking
in front of forebay.

PROTECTION FENCES
This solution offers economic and high speed erection for protection of open channels with respect the
relevant legislation.

